Minutes of 123 Meeting of Accommodation Allotment
Committee No. II

The 123rd Meeting of the AAC-II was held in the Conference Room of the Dean (IPS) office on 15/11/2010 at 3.30 P.M.

The following members were present:

1) Prof. N. Venkataramani - Chairman
2) Shri K. R. P. Unnithan - Member, Secretary
3) Prof. Avinash Mahajan - Member
4) Shri A. G. Kadam - Member
5) Shri C. G. Samant - Member

Shri Dr. H. S. Waydande and Shri V. Arumugam were absent.

Shri T. F. Ravindranathan was present to assist the Committee.

The member Secretary distributed the list of allotment made during the intervening period from the previous meeting.

1.) The following applications for out of turn accommodation were discussed.
   a). Mrs. Dr.ya Walodra, Helper, Hospital, - recommended for H2 in ground floor.
   b). Shri B. S. Patil, Heath Officer, Health office, - recommended for Ground floor HI at hill side

2.) The combined representation of staff members belonging to the categories of Jr. Tech.
Supdt. Jr.Supdt....etc. were discussed by the committee. The committee was of the opinion that these representation cannot be considered at this juncture since the waiting time on these lists are very long. Additionally new building are being built in the non-faculty cadre and they will definitely ease the situation quite soon.
3.) Representation IIT Mazdoor Union was discussed for allotment of HI qtrs. for mess workers. The committee expressed inability consider the same.

4.) The debarment of Shri Mela Mohan Solanki, Sr. Cleaner, IIT Hospital, Shri R. V. Birare, Sr. Atttdt, Cash Section., Shri Virendra Vasant Kambli, Sr. Liftman, Chemistry Messenger, BESE. and Shri B. D. Varak, Sr. Messenger GRI, P. P. R. for refusing the qtr. No. HI-136 were discussed. The committee decided to waive the debarment of above said staff members since the Qtr. became uninhabitable due to heavy down pour of the rain during the process period of allotment.

5.) The report of the subcommittee with regard of amendment of eligibility criteria was discussed. It was decided to review the eligibility criteria in respect of 'C' types in view of the fact that there are 2 scale with grade pay Rs. 5400. Additionally the basic pay equivalence (equal to Rs.8000 on old scale) needs to properly worked. The committee has been asked to rework the eligibilities.

6.) The Chairman informed the committee about the process of granting discretionary extension in the case of retiring employees of two additional months over and above the grace period allowed, as per the approval of the Director Dated 12/09/08. The Chairman was of the opinion that the additional period of two months extension is no longer remaining discretionary and is being demanded in many cases. This is causing hardship to the wait listed employees in the respective
Qtr types. Hence suggested to do away with this discretionary extension to mitigate the grievances of the wait listed employees. The committee concurred and the adhoc two months discretionary extension was sought to be stopped hereafter.

(Prof. N. Venkataramani)
Chairman, AAC-II